
Activation guidelines



Getting started!
We’re excited that you and your house are better than ever connected to the 

delivery network. Let’s get started with the set-up of your ParcelHome 3. Follow 

the steps carefully and you’ll be ready in less than 10 minutes. In case you 

might need support, please contact support@parcelhome.com. 

1. Switch on your ParcelHome 3

Turning on / resetting your ParcelHome 3 

Following the installation your ParcelHome 3 should be switched on. In case it 

isn’t, please follow the steps below:

1. Remove the black plastic plug on the underside 

of the box, on the left when the door is facing you.

2. Pull the switch towards you when the door is 

facing you.

3. After 30-45s the box will flash a green ‘ready’ 

light, the box is ready.

4. Place the plastic plug back into place as this will 

protect the connectors from water, rodents and 

dust.

Analyzing the power

To check if the ParcelHome 3 is properly powered:

1. Press the * on the keypad, the orange light 

should be active

2. Type 6 digits at random without pressing * or #, 

the orange light should be active.

3. You should get an error code and a red light will 

appear. 

Troubleshooting

If the keypad is not responsive your ParcelHome is not powered, please see 

above. If the keypad is responsive at first but stops responding after 6 key 

presses, your unit is faulty and will require to be replaced. Please contact 

support.

Plugging in the ParcelHome 3

It is possible to power the ParcelHome 3 with external power. We recommend 

using a universal AC – DC adapter of 7.5 V with plug size 5.5 x 2.1mm. This 

should be done by an electrician and with the support of ParcelHome team to 

avoid any product damage. 2
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2. Connecting your box for the first time with your smartphone 

You need 1) Bluetooth to link the box with your smartphone and 2) data 

connection on your mobile to make the myParcelHome app work. The 

ParcelHome 3 needs to be opened at least once via Bluetooth after start-up. 

Enable Bluetooth on your phone

In the settings menu of your phone. The Bluetooth does not require pairing.

Download and install the app

You can download the myParcelHome app from the App Store or Play Store.

Install the app.

Setup the app

Open the app and follow the instructions for phone number validation, until you 

see the name of your box in the blue box.

Troubleshooting

If Open box is greyed out or there is a message saying that you have no box, 

there is no box associated to your phone number. Please contact support.

Connect the app to the box

1. Make sure your Bluetooth connection is on (do not pair)

2. Stand close to the box and open the app

3. Wait for the black bar to mark Bluetooth connected. Then wait for 10 

seconds.

4. Press Open box once

5. Press Open box a 2nd time

6. The green light should flash, and the box opens.
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Troubleshooting

The information below (pages 4 & 5) is exclusively focused on 

troubleshooting the first Bluetooth connection. Skip this if you don't have 

a problem.

A) If you do not see Bluetooth connected

First steps

1. Please make sure that your box is switched and that the Bluetooth on your 

phone is switched on. If not, please switch them on.

2. Check that your phone is not paired or connected to another device, i.e. 

that the connection is free.

3. If the Bluetooth is on and the connection is free but you still do not see a 

connection, please restart your phone and try again.

If these 3 steps don't fix it then we need to check if your phone can detect 

the box

1. Please install the app: nRF Connect – available on Apple Store and Google 

store. It is provided by Nordics Semiconductors.

2. Once you have downloaded the app, click on “Scan”.

• If you see nothing, make sure no other app is using your Bluetooth 

connection and retry

• If you still see nothing, try to scan in an area where you are sure that 

there are Bluetooth devices, as you phone may be at fault.

3. If you see something, search for the items called “Physical Web”, and press 

to view which contains a line starting with data: http://pclh.... as per the 

image to the right.

• If there is such a physical web item, the box is 

working and your phone is emitting properly. 

You can uninstall the nRF Connect app and open 

the ParcelHome app and attempt connection. 

It will connect eventually.

• If there is no such physical web item, please 

contact support@parcelhome.com to see if your 

box has a fault.
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B) If you do see Bluetooth connected but cannot open the box

If you see Bluetooth connected, but no light appears when you open it is likely 

that you are having trouble downloading a code from the server.

Follow the following steps:

1. Please turn off the WiFi on your phone and try again.

2. If this still doesn’t work. Turn off the Bluetooth connection and see if you 

can obtain a code from the server. This code will not open the box but will 

be a sign that you connect properly to the server.

• If you still cannot obtain a code, please go in an area where you are 

certain to have good data connection and attempt again. If you still 

fail to obtain a code, please contact support@parcelhome.com to 

investigate.

3. If you obtain a code, please attempt again with the Bluetooth turned on.

• If you still fail, please turn off the box and on again and wait for one 

minute till the green light turns on and follow the procedure again.

• If this fails please contact support@parcelhome.com to investigate.
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3. Operating your box (after the first activation)

You can open the box with the myParcelHome either by Bluetooth app 

(preferred) or by keypad. 

Opening the door with Bluetooth

1. Make sure you have a proper internet connection & Bluetooth is switched on

2. Open the app when you are near the box

3. Wait till you see Bluetooth connected in the black bar

4. Press the Open box

The box will open automatically after 2-3 seconds. If you attempt to open by 

Bluetooth and the box doesn’t connect, the app will automatically provide you 

with a code which you can input by hand on the keypad.

Good to know

For security reasons, a code can only be used once and lasts a minute. If 

you reuse a code the box will not respond.

A code may appear on the screen while you have opened with Bluetooth, if 

the box opens nonetheless, please ignore the code.

Opening the door with the keypad

This can be useful if you want to generate a code remotely to have 

someone else open the box OR if you do not have a good Bluetooth 

connection

1. To generate an opening code, make sure that your smartphone is not 

connected to the box with Bluetooth, by turning the Bluetooth off

2. Make sure you have a proper internet connection

3. Open the app 

4. Press Open box

5. You will see a 6-digit code, to input on the keypad. In case of a mistake 

press * to restart. 
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Delivery alerts

To receive delivery alerts your app needs to be running in the background. You 

will receive a delivery alert when you are in the vicinity of the box.

Good to know

If you close the door immediately after you open the door, the box will open a 

2nd time to avoid mistaken closing.

Closing the door

The door should remain closed when not in operation as an open door can 

drain power.

Please close the door with a firm push for the latch to close. You will see a 

green ready light 2-3 seconds after you close the door, confirming it locked 

the door properly.

Opening the door in case of system failure

In the event of a total system failure, you can temporarily open the door 

manually. Contact support for help with this and a detailed analysis.

4. Giving and rescinding access to friends and family

You will need mobile phone numbers for each box delegate. You can give 

access to anyone with a mobile phone. Please follow the Authorize someone 

menu.

Good to know

During the installation / first opening of the app, you need to grant permissions 

to the app to send you notifications.
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5. Enabling deliveries
All carriers have access to your box by typing their own and box-specific 6-digit 

code on the keypad of the box. You generate these codes yourself in the 

myParcelHome app and communicate these in your delivery preferences on 

the website of the carrier. For security reasons, it’s the ParcelHome system that 

creates the code for each party, so you’re not able to choose them yourself. 

Generate codes in the app

Select the Handle Fixed Codes button and press the + button. This way you will 

generate delivery codes. You can create 3 types of codes:

• Open if empty: Can deliver only if the box has been emptied by you before. 

This means that the person cannot deliver if there is already an item inside.

• Always opens: Can deliver even if someone has delivered before – this will 

enable multiple deliveries per day but means people can open if there is a 

content.

• Open and destroy: Use only once

Synchronize codes

Get close to the box and synchronize the codes by pressing the sync button or 

circular arrows in the upper right corner. The codes should have a green dot 

next to them.

Good to know

Each time you sync the codes, you will re-write the existing codes with the 

current app. This means that the Open and destroy codes will then be re-

activated. You therefore better remove these type of codes if you want to 

destroy them. 

Before synchronization After synchronization
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6. Delivery and access data 

Delivery/Retrieval information

The ParcelHome unit logs and stores all information regarding deliveries:

• The delivery codes used to open the door

• The times at which the door was opened and closed

• An estimate of the weight of the contents before and after the delivery

• An estimate of the temperature inside the box

• An estimate of the charge of the battery and of the solar panel activity.

Other information

Your main app activity is stored on our servers.

Visibility of data to parties 

Currently the delivery data and valid delivery codes are available to all people 

who are authorized to open the box. The data regarding authorizations on the 

box is restricted to people with admin rights.

Use of information

ParcelHome employees may automatically analyse the data produced on the 

box to check system integrity. 

Please make sure that your ParcelHome 3 is kept clean externally and free of 

nests. On Android you can access the main health metrics of your box with 

Help and tutorials>Check health of your box

7. Taking care of your ParcelHome 3

Informing carriers

Once you’ve created different codes, you should inform carriers so that they 

start using the box. Please go to our website for the most up-to-date 

information on how to fill in your delivery preferences for carriers and websites. 

https://www.parcelhome.com/fixed-codes/
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Congrats! You have finished connecting your 

ParcelHome 3. From now on you are ready to receive 

all your parcels!

Do you have any questions? Contact us through the app

or by sending an email to support@parcelhome.com.
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